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Abstract : The Model Box in Virtual Focus
Theatre and opera professionals frequently express the importance of 
the physical 3D model box for its absolute encapsulation of the 
designers’ vision (Margolies, E. 2018. Playing with Scale: London, 
exhibition National Theatre). 

Model boxes become an important design reference point especially 
for two audiences; 
• The various professional departments inside a production team 
• Those wanting to study an archive to understand a designer’s 

body of work 

For the various departments in a professional production it is not 
always possible to access the often large, fragile and financially 
valuable 3D model box as 1 reference point to work from. For students, 
researchers and emerging designers’ access to study professional 
model boxes is extremely limited. The model boxes are usually held by 
commissioning production companies for reference in their future 
productions. Rarely are they retained by the designer, instead stored in 
different cities across the globe. For both these audiences’ 
photographs do exist of the model box design featuring dramatic 
lighting, but they only show limited two-dimensional viewpoints of the 
three-dimensional design, limiting the communication of the 3D form.

This paper outlines a project the author co-led with a project 
daughtsperson at the National Theatre, London. The investigation 
sought to help these two audiences by using contemporary 3D capture 
of opera and theatre model boxes for viewing on virtual reality 
platforms for wider access to model box designs. 

Two methodologies were used; firstly, to capture the structure and 
material qualities in an authentic and sensitive way to faithfully record 
the designer’s textures, surfaces and wide variety of materials. 
Secondly to find a method of capture that was of high quality, low cost 
with ease of use so capture could be made by anyone in a professional 
production team. These two approaches create new ways to 
experience a model box archive and seek to help opera and theatre 
companies in their production processes.

The paper focuses on 3D capturing a number of model boxes created 
by the recently deceased international opera/theatre designer Paul 
Brown, and arises from a project, “Communities of Design” lead by 
theatre design expert Kate Burnett and the author. 



The Model Box in Virtual Focus

Theatre and opera professionals frequently express the 

importance of the physical 3D model box for its absolute 

encapsulation of the designers’ vision 

(From exhibition panels; Margolies, E. 2018. Playing with Scale: London, exhibition National Theatre)



Theatre and Opera Model Boxes
• For professional production teams' continual reference back to the model box 

can be limited

• Model Boxes can be large

• Sometimes fragile
• Financially valuable unique one-off design artifacts

• For archives and those wanting to study and understand a designer’s body of 

work access can be extremely difficult

• Stored in different cities across the globe.

• Held by commissioning production companies for reference in their future productions
• Often good photographs exist of the model box with dramatic lighting but only show 

limited 2D viewpoints of the 3D design



Model Box 3D Capture project

- For Production

- For Archives



Research Methodology
• For this investigation, the primary research methodology adopted was Action Research, Avison et 

al.(2001) and Reflective Practice, Schon (1983)

• Focus on visual and structural authenticity

• Accessibility 

• Digital Capture – Laser/ Lidar - a method for measuring distances using the controlled deflection of laser beams, visible or invisible 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser_scanning

• Optical Capture – Photogrammetry – a method of using photographs of an object or space taken from a systematic 

variety of viewpoints to to create a 3D model 

https://www.sculpteo.com/en/3d-learning-hub/3d-printing-software/photogrammetry-software/
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2 Model Box 3d capture case studies
The Last of the Haussmans ,2012, Lyttelton Theatre, 
National Theatre

Set Design and Model Box ; Vicki Mortimer

Pelleas et Mellisande, 1999, Glyndebourne Festival Opera 

Set Design and model Box; Paul Brown



Laser scan tests The Last of the Haussmans
James Simpson, Royal Opera House  
Invited Faro to demonstrate their Faro Scanning arm in conjunction with software processing by Man and Machine. Stills from videos below



Exterior Laser scan tests The Last of the Haussmans
Laser Scans processed by John Winters at the National Theatre



Interior Laser scan tests The Last of the Haussmans
Laser Scans processed by John Winters at the National Theatre



Photogrammetry capture tests The Last of the Haussmans
Photogrammetry by John Winters at the National Theatre 
after disappointing results with the Faro Laser arm

Comparing Photogrammetry capture (top images) to Faro laser scans (bottom images)



Laser capture tests Pelleas et Mellisande
Einscan Pro hand held scanner



Photogrammetry capture tests Pelleas et Mellisande
Photogrammetry by Jonathan Hamilton using professional 24mm lens, full frame DSLR camera and powerful single light source.
Stills from videos below



Photogrammetry capture tests Pelleas et Mellisande
Photogrammetry by Jonathan Hamilton using professional 24mm lens, full frame DSLR camera and powerful single light source.



National Theatre. 3D capture used in production

• Using the knowledge gained by the first two tests and the methods discovered with the 
successful capture of the Pelleas model box 

• John Winters used this knowledge to 3D capture (Photogrammetry ) a model box in a 
current production at the National Theatre, early 2020 (pre UK Covid lockdown)

• The set was highly complex with 

• Very few easily measurable angles  
• The model box featured lots of optical perspectives
• Complex to measure for the drawing office using scale ruler 

• The 3D capture model was used as a guide

This was before lockdown and this production is currently on hold

https://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/shows/manor#production-story

Set and Costume Designer
Lez Brotherston



Model Box 3D Capture Refelections

• Model Boxes are not traditional 3D capture subjects 

• The established 3D capture industry and established technologies = objects/ engineering 
items/ architectural spaces/ buildings/ interiors. 

• Most established technologies do not have the sub millimetre accuracy or material 
sensitivity

• Model Boxes are not objects or 3d spaces they are something in between. They are 
uniquely different small spaces and require different approaches for successful capture.



Model Box 3D Capture Key findings

• Laser scanners have limitations and can be prohibitively expensive
• cannot capture shinny or reflective surfaces 
• can capture flat surfaces well

• Photogrammetry can capture the wide range of materials used in a model box design
• With a good/ medium quality camera and good lens and good lighting the average person 

can 3D capture successfully.
• But Photogrammetry struggles to capture flat surfaces

• A degree of manual cleanup is required by most digital processes, so the digital 
draughtsperson is required

• Not looking to replace the very talented draughtspeople in drawing offices but to help and 
assist them with a new tool



Model Box 3D Capture Key findings

• For productions 

• Complex models that are difficult to measure

• A useful and highly portable version of the complete design for directors 

• The entire concept on your phone (or tablet or headset)

• A way for all departments in a production to have a reference point that is 

easily accessible at early stages of production



Model Box 3D Capture Key findings

• For Archives 

• 3D capture could bring all of a designers model boxes to one place for the first 

time

• Enable students, emerging designers and researchers to investigate a designers 

complete body of work

• Offers new views that only 3D capture and VR/AR can offer

• Archive fragile model boxes for the future

• Give access in our new normal Covid times



Next Steps, Community co-design

• We would love to find out how this could be useful for 

• Production departments

• Would a virtual 3D scan of a Model box be useful?

• How useful could you see it being ?

• At which stages in production?

• For Archiving 

• What would you like to learn from the model box?

• Are there any specific areas you would like to explore?

• What content and information would you like accessible ?



Community co-design Workshop

• We are setting up a small series of short workshops online using Microsoft Teams in the next couple of weeks. 

• Initially two, 

• One focused on Production 

• One on Archives

• Opera and Theatre Production Teams

• Freelance designers and Production Teams

• Those wanting to explore Archives of designers model boxes

• Including Students, Educationalists, Researchers , Emerging Designers

• Please do get in contact if you would like to join in



Contact details for the workshop / further conversations

jonathan.hamilton@ntu.ac.uk

Instagram and Twitter
@jonhamilton19
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